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QUASIORDERED BITOPOLOGICAL SPACES II 

By T. G. Raghavan 

The study of bitopological spaces arose when Kelly ([3]) started investigating 

a certain nonsymmetric generalization of metric spaces. These spaces are named 

quasimetric spaces by Kelly. Every quasimetric, as noted by Kelly, le c1 to the 

consi c1eration of a conjugatc quasimetric, this resulting in the study of the 

structure of bitopological spaces. These spaces, i. e. , a set enc1owec1 with a 

quasimetric and its conjugate, as dcmonstratcd by Kelly, satisfy many interesting 

pairwise separation propertics analogous to those satisfiec1 by metric spaces. 

Thus Kelly found that the problem of quasimetrizability of a topological space 

(X , r) leads to the consideration of yet anothcr topology r' on X whose behaviour 

with r is in many ways natural. In a recent paper, Raghavan and Rcilly ([11]) 

strongly cxpresscd the view that the study of any nonsymmetric structure which 

induces a topology on a set naturally leads to the consideration of a bitopological 

spacc. 

The present papcr treats the study of ordcrcd bitopological spaces. In fact , 

in ear1 ier papers ([9] , [10]) the author mac1e a systematic stu c1y of bitopological 

spaces equipped with an orc1cr relation while thc prcsent paper is a se l[uel to 

these papers. 

In thc sections two and thrce, pairwisc G compact, pairwisc G Linc1elδf， pairwise 

G countably compact spaces are studied. In the fourth section we introc1 ucc 

what is célllec1 the notion of indμced ol'ders and c1cmonstratc that every T 0 space 

is \\'cakly ordcrable in a certain scnse ma c1e prccisc in that section. AIso we show 

that if a topology is compatible with a quasiuniformity as also with its conju 

gate, the spacc is ordcrable an c1 locally convex. In thc fifth scction we study 

pairwise G perfectly normal spaccs and their propcrties. As is usually thc case, 

many well-known rcsults in unitopological spaces can bc obtaincd as particular 

cases by taking the graph G of the orc1er rclation to bc equal to .1, the graph of 

thc discrete order relation an c1 sctting the two topologies to be one and the same. 

1. Preliminaries and notation. 

By a quasi ordered set we mean a set endowec1 with a rclation which is 
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reflexive and transitive. If the relation is further anti-symmetric. the set is 

said to be parUally ordered. Let X be a set endowed with a partial order 르.A 

subset A of X is said to be decreaszOng if and only if a르b and bεA=ìaEA. The 

concept of an t"ncreaszOng set is defined dually. In fact the concepts of decreasing 

and increasing sets can be defined even in quasi ordered sets. The following are 

the abbreviations and notations used in the text. 

dec. = decreasing 

mc. =lncreaslng 

b. t. s. = bitopological space 

u. s. c. =upper seml-contmuous 

1. s. c. =lower semi-continuous 

지cl(A) =The closure of A in the topology 감· 

nbd = neighbour hood 

L(A) = {y : y르x for some xεA} 

M(A)= {y : x르y for some xEA} 

H;(A) =The smallest dec. 자 closed set containing A. 

H~(A) =The smallest inc. 'ri closed set containg A. 

A Z<lB응There exists a dec. 'r2 open set U그A and an inc. 'rl open set 

V::>B such that unv=tþ. 
N = The set of natural numbers. 

It is easy to see that L(A) is the intersection of all dec. subsets of X which 

contain A. Thus it is the smallest dec. set containing A. Dually M(A) is the 

intersection of all inc. subsets of X which contain A. The complement of an 

inc. (dec.) set is dec. (inc.). A realvalued function lon a quasiordered set is called 

monotone (an tt"tone) if x든y=ìl(x)르I(y) (/(x)르I(y)). 

2. Pairwise G compact spaces 

The following definition of pairwise compactness is due to Kim [4J. 

DEFINITION 2. 1. Let (X. 'r l' 'r2) be a b. t. s. Let 'rU. V) = φ. X , {UUVIUE깐}} 

where Vετp. j=l. 2; t"=,;!:. j). If 'rU. V) is compact for every Vε'rj' hen the 

space is called pat"rwt"se compact. 

DEFINITION 2.2. Let (X. 'r l' 'r2) be a b. t. s. equipped with a partial order 르. 

The partial order is said to be μleakly con!z"nμoμs if and only if the graph G of 
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the partiaI order is cIosed in the product topology 7"1 X 7"2 • 

DEFINITION 2.3. A pairwise compact b. t. s. CX, 단，7"2) equipped with a weakly 

continuous partial order is called paz"rwz'se G compact. 

We have proved the following result in [9, Theorem 2.7]. 

LEMMA 2.4. 11 CX, 7"1' 7"2) z's a b. t. s. eqμiPped wz'th a μleakly coχtz'nμoμs 

partial order , then il K is 7"2C7"I) compact theχ LCK) CMCK)) z"s 7"I C7"2) closed. 

LEMMA 2.5. Let CX , 7"1'7"2) be a pairwise G coηzpact b. t. s. 11 P is a dec. 

(inc.) set aηd V is a 7"2 nbd C'1 nbd) 01 P , then there exz'sts a dec. 7"2 open CÙZC. 

'1 open) set U sμch that PζUcV. 

PROOF. Since '2 closed subset of a pairwise compact space is '1 compact [4, 

Theorem 2.9) , '2cICX一 V) is '1 compact so that MC'2cICX - V)) is '2 cIosed by 

Lemma 2.4 above. If we write U = X 一Af(r2c1(X - V)) then U is dec. T2 Open set 

such that UζV. Also, if X$.U , then xεMC'2cICX -V)) , sO that there exists 

yεr2Cl(X一V) with y르x. Hence it follows that there exists y든x with y$.P. 

Since P is dec. X$.P. Therefore PCU. 

LEMMA 2.6. Let CX"I"2) be a þairwz"se G compact b. t. s. 11 F 1 and F 2 are 

7"1 and '2 closed sμbsets 01 X respectz'vely sμch that x호y lor xεF2 and yEF1’ 
then there exz"sts an 낌c. '1 nbd U 01 F 2 and a dec. '2 nbd V 01 F 1 such that 

unv=qí. 

PROOF. Since the partial order is weakly continuous, there is an inc. '1 nbd 

P of x and a dec. 7"2 nbd Q of y such that pnQ=qí whenever x숲y by [9, 

Proposition 2.2). This is particular case when xEF2 and yEF1• Let yεF1 • 

Since F 2 is 7"1 compact, there exist inc. 7"1 nbd U; of X;εF2 and dec. 7"2 nbd V; 

of y such that v;nu;=qí (z' =1 , 2, 3, …, n). If Uy=U{U; 1 z" =1 , 2, 3, "', n} and 

v y=n {V;ll , 2, 3, "', n}, then Uy is an inc. 7"1 nbd of F2' V y is a dec. 7"2 nbd 

of y and UynVy=qí. Again there exist a finite number of points YjεF1' a dec. 

7"2 nbd V Y1 of Yj and inc. 7"1 nbd UY1 of F 2 such that vYlnuYI=qí (j=1 , 2, 3, "', 

m) and U {Vyp=l , 2, 3, …, m} = V is a dec. 7"2 nbd of F 1 Csince F 1 is 7"2 com

pact). If we set U=n{U".U=l , 2, 3,"', ηz}， then U is an inc. 7"1 nbd of F 2 and YI 
unv=qí. 

THEOREM 2.7. A þairwise G compact sþace is þairwise normally ordered. 
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PROOF. Reca Il that [9. Definition 3.1] a b. t. s. (X. 다. '2) equipped with 

an orcler relation is pairwise normally orclered if A ancl B are subsets of X 

which are dec. τ1 cIosecl ancl inc. r 2 closed respectively and disjoint, then 

A2 <1B. Now the reSlllt foIlows from Lemmas 2.5 and 2.6. 

DEFINITION 2.8. Lct (X. , l' τ2)bea b.t.s. Let ,(i, V)={Ø, X , {UUVIUE'i}} 

wherc VE, /i. j=l , 2; iF- j). If ,(i, V) is Lindelδf for every Vε'j' then the 

spacc is called pairwise Lindelöf. 

LEMMA 2.9. Let (X , '1' '2) be a pairwise Lz'ndelöf b. t. s. Theχ if A ZS Tj 

closed then A is 'i Lindelöf. 

PROOF. The proof of this Lemma runs analogolls to that of [4, Theorem 

2.9]. 

THEOREM 2.10. A paz"rwise regular þairwise Lindelöf b. t. s. is pairwise 

llormal. 

PROOF. Let A and B be '1 and '2 closed sets respectively which are disjoint. 

Since the space is pairwise reglllar. for each point aεA， there exists a '2 open 

set Ua such that '1cl(Ua) does not meet B. Similarly for each point bεß， therc 

cxists '1 open set Vb sllch that '2cl(Vb) does not meet A. Since A is '2 Lindelδf， 

we have a sequence of "2 open sets {U n I nεN} covering A. This is a subcovering 

of {U a I aEA}. Similarly since the set B is '1 Lindel파， we have a seqllence of '1 

open sets {Vn1nEN} covering B. This is again a sllbcovcring of {Vb bεB}. Now 

set U/”=U” - U {τzcl(Vq) q르n}， V'm=V", 一 U {r lcl(Up) Ip든 m}. Take U=U{U'"I 

nεN} and V=U{V'm1mεN}. Then U::JA. V ::JB, U n V =ø and U and V arer2 

and "1 open respectively, so that the space is pairwise normal. 

DEFINITION 2.11. A b. t. s. (X, '1' '2) equippcd with a quasiorder whose 

graph is G is callcd paiηvz'se G regular if and only if given dec. '1 closecl set 

A (a point x$.B) and a point x$.A (inc. 단 closed set B) therc exist sets U μld 

V such that AζU (xεU) ancl xεV(Bc=V) ， U and V al-e dec. Tz open and inc. 

'1 open sets respectively and unv=ø. 

THEOREM 2.12. Every þaz'rwise Lz'ndelöf paiηvise G regulaγ space is φairwise 

normaliy ordered. 
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PROOF. Let A and B be dec. "1 closed and inc. "2 closed sets such that 

AnB=ø. Since the space is pairwise G regular, for each point aεA， there 

exists a dec. "2 open set Ua such that H~ (U)nB=ø. Similarly for each bεB， 
m 

there exists an inc. "1 open set V b such tha t H;' (V b) n A = ø. Since A and B are 

res행pec야tÏ\ψve러ly "딩2 and "딘1 Lin띠de리Iδ값f， there is a su뼈lbcovering {U"니/nεN} 0아f {κUa싱/aεA} 

and n깎 

(αUy) /r르q아}. Again set U = U {U' þ싱/pEεE되N씨}， V= U {V'q씨/qEε=N}. U and V arc dec. '2 

open and inc. '1 open sets such that U그A. V :JB and UnV=ø. Hence the 

space is pairwise normally ordered. 

The notion of a P-space is well-kriown. A topological space is called a P-space 

if and only if every Gδ set is open. A b. t. s. (X , '1' '2) is called a bitopological 

(P) space if and only if (X" 1) and (X , '2) are both P-spaces. Let us abbreviate 

bitopological (P) space as b. t. (P) space. 

Analogous to [9, Theorem 2.7J the following proposition can be proved. 

PROPOSITION 2.13. Let (X, '1' '2) be a b. t. (P) space equzþped μ，ith a weakly 

contt"χμoμs φartz"al order. If K is "1('2) Lindelö/, then M(K) (L(K)) is '2('1) 

closed. 

Now let us define pairwise G Lindelöf bitopological spaces. 

DEFINITION 2.14. A b. t. (P) space (X, '1' "2) equipped with a partial order 

whose graph is G is called pairwise G Lindelóf if and only if the space is pair

wise Lindelöf and G is weakly continuous. 

In the same way as we proved 2.5, 2.6 and 2.7, the following results also can 

be proved. 

PROPOSITION 2.15. Let X be a pairwise G Lindelóf b. t. (P) space. If Q is a 

dec. (t'nc.) subset 0/ X and V is a '"2('1) nbd 0/ Q, then there exists a dec. '"2 

open (t'nc. '"1 open) set U sιch that QζUCV. 

PROPOSITION 2. 16. Let X be a ψairwise G Lindelö/ b. t. (P) space. 1/ F 1 and 

F 2 are '"1 and '2 closed subsets 0/ X respectively sμch that x초y fo7 XEEF2 axd 

yEF1• Then there exz'sts an z'χc. '1 nbd U and a dec. '2 nbd V such that F2CU, 

F1CV and UnV=ø. 

PROPOSITION 2.17. A pairwise G Lindelö/ b. t. (P) space is pairwise norm-
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ally ordered. 

3. Further characterizations. 

DEFINITION 3. 1. Let (X, r l' r 2) be a b. t. s. equipped with a partial order 

whose graph is G. The space is calIed pairwise Gα if and only if for each 

xEX, L(x)=n {Vi1iεN} and M(x) = n {Wi iεN} whcre ea..:h V i is a dec. r 2 
open set and each J，J이 is an inc. r 1 open sct. 

PROPOSITION 3.2. 11 (X , r 1, r2) is a b. t. s. which is P따rwise Gα， then L(x) 

is r 1 closed aηd M(x) z-s r2 closed. 

PROOF. Suppose y종L(x). Then y숲x so that M(y)nL(x)=rþ. Hence x종M(y). 

Thus there exists an inc. r 1 open set W such that x풍WandW그M(y). In other 

words, yEW and WnL(x)=Ø so that L(x) is '"1 cIosed. SimilarIy one can prove 

that M(x) is '"2 cIosed. 

DEFINITION 3.3. Let (X, '"1' r 2) be a b. t. s. equipped with a partiaI order 

whose graph is G. The space is caIIed pairwise Gß if and only if for each x르X， 

L(x) = n {H; (l끼 iεN} and M(x)=n{H~'(W，.) liEN} wherc each V i isadec. r 2 
open set containing x and each JV i is inc. '"1 open set containing x. 

It is to be noted that when τ1=τ2 and G=4, the discrete order, the Definitions 

:'.1 and J. ‘~ rduce to the definitions of Eo and E 1 spaces of AuII [1]. AIso Iet 

us call a pair rise Gß space to be pair、'l ise E 1 w henever G =.1. 

PROPOSITION 3.4. Let (X , '"1' '"2) be a b. t. s. equiPped with a parUal order 

whose graph is G. Consider the lollowing statements. 

(i) X is pairwise Gα. 

(ii) X is pairwi’ se Gβ. 

(iii) G is weakly cO l1tinuous. 

(iv) L(x) and M(x) are r 1 and r 2 closed subsets 01 X respectively lor each 

xEX. 

Tlzen the lollowing ùnplicatz'ons hold. 

(ii) ~ 0) 
μ μ 

(iii) :::? (iv). 

PROOF. That (i):::?(iv) is precisely the Proposition 3.2 above. 

That (iii) 킹(iv) is provcd in [9, Proposi lion 2. 3]. 
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(ii)~(i). Let {Vi1 z"εN} be a sequence 이’ dec. T2 open sets containing x such 

that L(x) = n {Hi (Vi) I iεN}. If yεL(x) ， then y르xEVi for each z'. Since V i is 

decreasing, yεVi for each i so that L(x)ζn {V i iEN}. Also if yEn {Vi1 z"εN}， 

then yεvtζHi (Vi) for each z' so that yε I1 {Hi (Vi)liεN} =L(x). The히re빼e 
L(x)=n {V i1 z" EN}. S히im찌il뻐ar너-ly M(x) = n {Wi 너tεN} 、w비v띠here each Wi is an inc. '1 

open set. 

(ii)~(iii). If x초y， then ygL(x) so that there exists a dec. r2 open set V such 

that xεV and y중Hf(V). Let U=X-퍼(V). C1ear1y V and U are dec. r2 Open 

set and inc. τ1 opcn set rcspectively such that xεV， yεU and unv=ø. Hence 

by [9, Proposition 2, 2] G is wcakly continuous. 

PROPOSITION 3.5. Jf (X, '1' τ2) r·s pair7ZUZ·se G 7egztla7 the%, z·% Pyoposttz·oχ 

3.4, (i)-(ii) alld Ciii) ←~(iv ). 

PROOF. (i)=>(il). Let {Vt MEN} he a countabIe conectlon of dec. T2 open sets 

such that L(x) = n {v, 1 iεN}. Now y$.L(x) 

~y$.V n for somc n드N and x$.M(y). 

二〉V，2nM(y) =￠. 

후(Since thc space is pair、vise G rcgular) , thcrc cxists disjoint scts W" 

and U" such that x드W，1’ M(y)CU" , W n and U
II 
μrc dcc. ':z. o;:Jcn and inc. '1 

opεn rcspectively. 

=ixeEPltζX 一Uη Whcre P;z=W“nv" éì.nd y쭉X -U" which is clcc. '1 closed. 

~xεL(x)CPηζH~CPπ)ζX -U” and y종퍼(P，，) f‘ or somc II드N 

~y줌n {Hi (Pi ) liεN}. 

/\lso, L(x)CHi (P ,.) 1'or cach i , so that L(x) = n {H~ (P시 liεN}. Si삐 

can prove the existence of a countablc collection í~ ， I1 ζ三N) 이 mc. '1 open 

subscts of X such that M(x) = n {H~'(Q，.) iεN}. 

That (iv) =>(iii) follows easily on using the fact that Lhc spacc is pairwise G 
regular. 

PROPOSITION 3.6. Let (X , '1' '2) be a Þαirwise Gß b. t. s. 11 /[ is τ2('1) 

countably comþact, theμ L(K)(M(K)) is '1(') closed. 

PrWOF. Lct yεX - L(K). Sincc the space is pairwisc Gβ thcïe cxists a coant-
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able coIIection {Qj I iεN} of inc. 't"1 open sets each containing y such that MCy) 

=n{H.낀Qj) liEN}. Since MCy)nLCK)=rþ, KCL(K)CX -MCy)CU {X -H;'CQi) I 
z·εN}. Hence there exists a finite number of integers 씬， nz' ... ' 끽 such that 

KζU{X-H; CQ써 \j=1, 2, 3, "', r}; Cnotice that K is 't"2 contably compact). 

Since each X - H; CQn) is dec. , KζLCK)ζU{X-H낀Q까) Ij=l , 2, 3, "', r} =X一

n{H;CQ셔 Ij=l， 2, 3, …, r} so that L(K)n cn {QnY =1, 2, 3, "', r}) 다CK)nCn 

{H;CQ셔 \j=1, 2, 3, …, r}) =rþ. Hence LCK) is 't"1 closed. 

Let us define a Kim-type pairwise countable compactness. 

DEFINITION 3.7. Let CX, 't"1' 't"z) be a b. t. s. Let 't"(z", V) =얘， x , {UUVIUε't"，.}} 

where Vε't"j (Z", j=l , 2; i ::p j). If 't"(z", V) is countably compact f0 1" aII Vε，/i， 

j=l , 2; i ::p j) , then the space is caIIed pairwise coμntably compact. 

The proof of the foIIowing Proposition is similar to [4, Theorem 2.9]. 

PROPOSITION 3.8. ln a pairwise coμntably compact b. t. s. CX, '1' '2)' every '; 

closed subset is 't"j countably compact. 

It can be easily seen that if a b. t. s. is both pairwise E1 and pair、N" ise countably 

compact then the two topologies become equaI. We state this result without proof. 

PROPOSITION 3.9. 1[ CX, '1' '2) is pairwise E1' then 't"l ='2 zf ez"ther the space 

is pairwise countably compact 0γ both the topologies are indz'vidually countably 

compact. 

THEOREM 3. 10. A pairzvz"se Gß b. t. s. is paz"rwise G regμlar zf the space is 

þairwise countably compact. 

PROOF. Let xεX and A be a dec. '1 closed set with x졸A. Since the space is 

pairwise Gß, there exists a countable coIIection {W i 1 iεN} of inc. '1 open sets 

each containing x such that MCx) = n {H낀Wi) liEN}. Since A is τ2 COuntably 

compact and X - A그MCx) ， there exist positive integers n1, 씬， ---, 낀 such that 

AζU{X-H낀W?tj) lj=1, 2, 3, ---, 7} 각1， say and xεn {Wnj|.f=1, 2, 3, ·, 7} =V, 

say. Then U and V are the required sets given in Definition 2.11. lf we had 

started with an inc. 'n closed set B and an element x줄B， in a similar way 2 

we would have obtained the required sets U and V of the Definition 2.11. 1一Ience

the space is pairwise G regular. 
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4. Order and quasi-uniformity 

In this section we discuss order induced by topological spaces. Pervin [8] and 

Csaszar [2] proved that every topological space is quasi-uniformizable. The notion 

of quasi-uniformity was also discussed by Nachbin [6] and he caIls the same 

“ semi-uniformity". We caII a topologicaI space weakly 0γderable if there exists 

an order such that the set of aII inc. Cor dec.) open nbds form a base for the 

topology. We aIso caII a b. t. s. CX, 단， <2) orderable if and only if the set of 

aII dec. <2 open sets form a base for <2 and the set of aII inc. <1 open sets form 

a base for <1" 

It w iII be recaIled that a quasi -uniformüy on a set X is a filter ;t! on X x X 

such that the diagonaI LI is contained in each member of í/ and for each U드;t!， 

there is a Vε;t! such that V 0 VζU. 

A subset C of a quasiordered set X is said to be convex if and only if a, b드C 

and a르X든 b-::;xεC. The intersection of an inc. and a dec. set is convex. If X 

is a topologicaI space equipped with a quasiorder, X is said to be locally C01Zvex 

[6, p. 26] if and only if the coIlection of convex nbds of every point of X is a 

base for the nbd system of this point. 

THEOREM 4. 1. Eνery topological space is wealdy orderable. Every pairwise 

completely regular b. t. s. is orderable. 

PROOF. The proof of the first part of the theorem is aCLually bascd on what 

is givcn in [6, p.58]. Let us, for thc bencfit of thc reader, outlinc the proo f. 

Let (X, τ) be an arbitrary topologicaI space. Then there exists a quasi-uniformity, 

say, in particular, Pervin’s quasi-uniformity, ;t! which is compatiblc with 7:. 

Let G=n {UIUε;t!}. Then G is the graph of a quasi-order on X. Let x든X 

and A be a 'r nbd of x. Then there exists Uε;t! such that U(x) = A. Then by 

the definition of quasi-uniformity there exists a Wε;t! such that WoWζU. Let 
l ,-_.... ............./".. ........l us write B=X-H‘ CX - WCx)) where H' (S) stands for the smallest dec. 7: cIoscd 

set that contains S. Then it is easily seen that BζUCx). That B is nonempty 

is aIso cIear. Hence the resuIt. 

The proof of the second part is as follows. Let (X, 7:1' 7:2) be pairwis<J comp

Ietely regular. Then there exists a quasi-uniformity ;t! such that ;t! is compatible 
-1 

with 'r1 and its conjugate ;t!-. is compatible with 'r2• Let the graph G of the 

quasiorder be given by G=n {U luε;t!}. With respect to G, by virtue of (a) , Lhe 

/ 
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space X is orderable. 

THEOREM 4.2. If (X, T) z's a toþologz'cal sþace such that T z's self conjugate 

in the sense that there exz'sts a quasz'-unz'form z'ty ~ wz'th the þroperty ~ and ~-l 
aγe both compa!z'ble ψz'th T, then X admz'ts an order relatz'on wz'th resþect to which 

the space is locally convex. 

THEOREM 4.3. The quasz'order relatz'on z'nduced by T as g z' ven in Theoreηt 4.1 

above, z's a partz'al order if and only if the sþace is T o' 

PROOF. LetG=n{UIUε~}. Since G is a partial order, GnG-1
= L1, the dia

gona l. Hence if (x, y)εG then (x, y)졸G-1 so that yεU(x) for sOme Uε~ and 

there exists at least one VE~ such that x풍V(y). 

We now present three results without proof before concluding this section. 

PROPOSITION 4.4. The quasz'order indμced by T as given z'1z Theorem 4.1 is 

discrete if and only ZJ the space is T l' 

PROPOSITION 4.5. The quasiorder induced by T as g z' ven in Theorem 4.1 z's an 

equivalence γelatz'on zf aηd only zf the space is Ro; and fuγther the equivalence 

class of x is cl({x}). 

PROPOSITION 4.6. The qμasiorder iηduced by T as given in Theorem 4.1 is aη 

equivaleηce relatz'on whose graþh is closed in the product space XxX if and only 

zf the sþace is R 1• 

5. Pairwise G perfectly normaI spaces. 

In this section we introduce the notion of pairwise G perfectly normal spaces 

and study their properties. 

DEFINITION 5. 1. Let (X, 단， T2) be a b. t. s. equipped with a quasiorder relation 
l 

whose graph is G. A set A(ζX) is called T;Gδ if and only if A is the counta-

ble intersection of dec. 자 open sets. A subset A is called 깐G; if and only if A 

is the countable intersection of inc. T i open sets. 

DEFINITION 5.2. Let (X, T1, T2) be a b. t. s. equipped with a quasiorder relation 

whose graph is G. The space is pairwise G perfectly normal if and only if it is 

pairwise normally ordered and every dec. 자 closed set is T2G~ and every inc. T Z 
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closed set is 'C, Gr: 1 .... ð"' 

DEFINITION 5.3. A b. t. s. (X, 'C1, 'C2) equipped with a quasiorder relation 

whose graph is G is caIled order second countable if and only if 1:"1 has a count

able base consisting of inc. 1:"1 open sets and 1:"2 has a countable base consisting 

of dec. 1:"2 Open sets. 

The notions of pairwise complete normality and pairwise perfect normality of 

a b. t. s. not necessarily equipped with a quasiorder were discussed in [5] , [7] 

and [12]. 

THEOREM 5.4. If a b. t. s. (X , 1:"1' 1:"2) equzþped with a qusiorder relation 

(μIhose graPh is G) is pairwise G regzelar and order second countable, then the 

sþace is pairwise G perfectly normal. 

PROOF. Let A be a dec. "1 closed set. Let us take A~X. (If A=X, it is 

triviaIly 1:"2G~). Suppose x중A. Then there exists a inc. 1:"1 open set Uz such 

that xεU:rCH ’z(Ux)CX - A. Let α= {V n I nEN} be a countable base for 1:"1 where 

each V n is inc. 1:"1 open. Then clear ly xεV n(z)CX -A for some positive integer 

n(x)εN and V n(:r )εα. Therefore H;γ1I(z))CX-A. Hence H~'(Vn(.)nA=øsO 
that A= n{X -H; (Vn(z)) IxEA}. Thus A is 1:"2G~. SimilarIy one can prove that 

m every inc. 1:"2 closed subset of X is 1:"2Gδ • Since the space is order second count-

able, both the topologies are second countable and hence the space is pairwise 

Lindelöf. Sincc the space is given to be pairwise G regular, by virtue of Theorem 

2. 12, the space is pairwise normaIly ordered and hence the space is pairwise G 

perfectly normal. 

An immediate consequence of the abovc theorem will be the following. 

THEOREM 5.5. Let (X , 1:"1' 1:"2) be a pairwise completely regular space. Let 1:"1 

and 1:"2 be second countable. Let W be the quasi-μnzJormzïy compatz"ble wz'th 1:"1 sμch 

that W- 1 be the one compatible wtÏh 1:"2' Let G be the order generated by W. 
Theχ the space is pairwise G perfectly norηzal. 

THEOREM 5.6. Let (X , 1:"1' 1:"2) be a b. t. s. equzþped wzïh a quasiorder relatz"oχ 

whose graph is G. Then X z's paz"t’μlise G perfectly normal tf and only tf for 

each non empty dec. 1:"1 closed set A and a poz"nt bE;l:A , there ext"sts a real-valμed 
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monotone flt1tCUOn f on X such that f-
1
(0)=A , f(b)=I , f is 1"2 u. s. c. and 

1"1' 1. S. c aηd f(X)ζ [0, 1] and for each ηonemþty inc. 1"2 closed set B and a 

þoint . atEB , theγe is a real-valued antz'toηe function g 01Z X Sμck that g--1(0) =B, 

g(O) =1, g is 1"1 μ. s. c. and 1"2 1. S. c. a1Zd g(X)C [0, 1]. 

PROOF. Sufficiency. Let X satisfy the conditions mentioned in the theorem. 

Let A and B be dec. 1"1 cIosed and inc. 1"2 cIosed sets which are disjoint. Let 

a。εA and boEB. Then there exists a function f: X-• [0, 1] such that 

(i) f is 1"2 u. s. c. and 1"1 1. s. c. 

(ii) f is monotone. 

Ciii) f一l(0)=A and f(bo] =1.

AIso, there exits a function g : X-• [0, 1] such that 

(i) g is 1"1 u. s. c. and 1"2 1. S. c. 

(ii) g is antitone. 

(iii) g-I(O)=B and g(ao)= 1. 

Now, if we write h=f-g, then cIearly h is monotone τ2 u. s. c. and 1"1 1. S. c. 

Further h(a) <0 fOr aIl aεA and lz(b)>O for aIl bεB. If h -1 (-∞， O)=U and 

h-1(0, ∞) = V , then U and V are dec. 1"2 open and inc. 1"1 open sets which are 

disjoint. Further U그A and V그B. Hence the space is pairwise normaIly ordered. 

Let A be any dec. 1"1 closed set. S l1 ppose b풍A. Then there exists a function 

f: X • [0, 1] such that 

(i) f is "2 u. s. c. and 1"1 1. s. c. 

(ii) f is monotnne. 

(iii) f-
1
(O)=A and f(b) =1. 

一 1 ， 1 .... I _ ... .,.... .... ,.. ,.-1 , 1 
AlsoA=nu -(-∞， ~)!εN}. As f is monotone f '(-∞， 승) is dec. 

-1 ,.. 1 
for each 1zεN. Since f is "2 u. S. c. f -(-∞， 강-) is 1"2 open. Thus A is 

r2갱. Similarly we can prove that every inc. "2 cIosed set is a 1"1G;. Hence the 

space is pairwise G perfectIy normal. 

Necessity. Assume the space to be pairwise G perfectly normal. Let A be a 

nonempty dec. 1"1 cIosed subset of X. Let Xo종A and A=n{Vn!nεN} where each 

V n is' a dec. "2 open set. Thus there exists aninteger no such that xoE훌V no' Let 

G1 = n {Vn!1 르%든1to}' G1 is a dec. 1"2 open set and ACG1; Sincethe space is 

pairwise norma lIy orderecl there existsa dec. 1"2 open set U1 such that AζU1 C 
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H~(U1)CG. Let us define G2=V，써 nu1• Then G2 js a dec. 'r2 open set , such 

that AIG2IH; (G2)ζG1. We can now assume that we have defined G1 to Gk 

such that Gm is a dec. 'r2 open set containing A and H~(Gm)CGm_1 and GmC 

Vno十 m-1 for each m=2, 3, … , k. Then 1et Gk +1 = V no+k nu k where U k is a dec. 

r2 Open set such that A CUKIHkuk)ζG k' Thus we construct in띠duc디때:끼t 
sequ(‘ence G n of dec. '2 open sets such that 

(i) A=n{GnlnεN} 

(ii) H~(Gn+l)CG，tζX-M(x이 
for each πεN. In the same way as we constructed in the proof of [9, 

Theorem 3.3] , it is possib1e now to construct a function 1: X-• [0, 1] such that 

(i) 1 is T2 u. s. c. and 'r1 1. s. c. 

(ii) 1 is monotone 

(iii) 1-\0) =A and I(xc) =1. 

Simi1arly the other parts of the necessary conditions follow. 
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